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Introduction
As a journalist, I am working to understand how sex workers communicate on the internet
post-SESTA/FOSTA ( Stop Enabling Sex Traffickers Act and Allow States and Victims to Fight
Online Sex Trafficking Act).
Social media developers have dramatically interpreted the law, passed in 2018, to effectively
ban any discussion of sex-for-pay, which affects how sex workers organize information specific
to their industry as well as general newsgathering and education. The law effectively crimps the
safe harbor agreements of Section 230, which state that platforms cannot be held responsible
for content posted by third parties.
With FOSTA/SESTA passed, platforms are encouraged to actively moderate their content to
prevent any discussion that promotes sex trafficking. In practice, platforms ban any content
about sex work broadly.
If journalists could be trusted as allies of sex workers, what could we learn from each other
about the present state of censorship, surveillance, online moderation, and bias against
marginalized voices when it comes to the responsibilities of social media?
I chose to focus on how sex workers use Instagram because it is the most conservative platform
when it comes to policing content about sex work. Instagram doesn’t want sex workers using
their platform, but sex workers will continue to do so to build their brand and share knowledge
with others in their community. They’ve had to learn through trial and error what content
Instagram will tolerate, which has lasting consequences for their online footprint.
As a journalist, my goals are to build trust with sex workers and create journalism that sex
workers can use to minimize the risks they face in existing on Instagram.

Background and context

Sex workers are in conflict with any institutional group -- law, healthcare, academics, police, and
of course, media. The sex workers I’ve spoken to in person are not eager to work with
journalists and see it as a waste of time. They expect journalists to misrepresent sex work,
flatten the narrative, or focus on salacious details. At first, I saw this as a challenge. Now, I see it
as a lesson.
I want my project to be as seamless as possible when it comes to interacting with sex workers.
No one has to sit for an interview or explain the details of their life to readers who don’t come
from the same background. An Instagram page is simple to interact with and fits into the normal
rhythm of how they participate with the app.
Previous Work
In the fall semester of 2019, I attended an event hosted by Sex Workers Behind Bars where we
wrote letters to incarcerated sex workers. There, I learned that many sex workers are booked on
different charges, such as loitering or drug offenses. I attended the Twitter News Summit held at
Twitter HQ where media professionals talked about how platforms should or should not
moderate content. I started a Twitter page @safesexonline to tune into conversations around
sex work.
I attended the Hacking/Hustling convening hosted by the Berkman Klein Center for Internet &
Society at Harvard, which brought together sex workers and tech professionals. I learned a lot
at that event, especially around the law of FOSTA/SESTA and how it has been interpreted. At
the event, sex workers asked, does there need to be more general education about the dangers
of surveillance online? How can we get other people to care about this issue?
When I introduced myself one-on-one to people at the Hacking/Hustling conference, I asked,
“Where do you think journalism can best fit in with this space/movement?” Some answers I
received are:
Research more about Marinus Analytics, Palantir and Thorn, the institutional data giants
that collaborate with social media platforms and ICE. “Do not put the burden of this on
sex workers to investigate.”
Don’t flatten the narrative of sex workers. The binary of victim and empowered,
privileged woman doesn’t serve anyone. Sex workers are diverse and take the work for
many different reasons -- and they have material information needs that directly impact
their safety.
“Hackers are aware that sex workers pioneered the internet.” Are journalists?
“FOSTA is eliminating healthy spaces to communicate and document.”
“When journalism covers sex work in a clickbait way, it feeds the outside narrative of
what sex work is … nobody wants to hear a success story of sex worker … people don’t
realize how many of us there are and how normal it is.”
“Journalists should lean away from people with big platforms [I’m assuming here she
means ‘famous’ sex workers] and do true storytelling. Journalists have the advantage of
having a credible voice, where SWs may not. Use that to share contacts and resources.”

And the big one, “Abstract concerns about the power of centralized platforms are
happening here and now. It’s not about what if. People are being censored and
oppressed now.”
How can journalists clear the misconceptions about FOSTA?
How can journalists break down why surveillance actually matters and how to access
personal data and delete third party access to it -- instead of writing “panic articles”?
I attended a demonstration for Trans Day of Remembrance and listened to community members
discuss the “walking while trans ban”, the harmful intersection faced by Black and Brown people
who are visibly transgender and stereotyped by NYPD as being prostitutes. I was also a guest
of the Taillor Group, a collective of professional dominatrices. I spoke with sex workers Charlotte
and Wes about everything from FOSTA to the NYPD Vice Unit.
“Journalists do nothing for me,” Charlotte said. In addition to the other concerns about being
misrepresented, she explained that the information she needs to keep her workers safe
changes quickly and is protected/sensitive, and journalists are never going to be ahead of the
curve. Major key!
I met with the Cypurr Collective, a group of tech professionals who value feminist tech. There, I
introduced myself and listened to them talk about their concerns with data brokerage, the power
and bias of algorithms and the corporate/state mixing of power in groups such as Palantir -- a
group that sex workers have also brought up. At the end, I brought up my interest in
FOSTA/SESTA. Some people knew what it was and were concerned about how the Safe
Harbor Act relates to copyright law. They said that a key issue they face is educating people
about the dangers of big tech. Most users of social media know that data collection is
happening, but they are apathetic about it.
The spring semester of 2020 was more focused on reporting. I wrote about a proposed
healthcare center targeted to serve sex workers and learned about the conflict sex workers face
with anti-trafficking organizations. Places that support the Nordic model of sex work
decriminalization (which criminalizes people who buy sex but not sex workers) are seen as
hostile to people who do sex work consensually. I spoke to people on many sides of the issue
on this story.
I also worked on a story about the struggles sex workers deal with around tax season and
learned about the discrimination they face from banks and payment processors. Visa’s stance
against sex work payments, for instance, has caused huge ripples at PornHub and more
recently OnlyFans.
I produced promotional materials based on an interview with organizers of International Whore’s
Day, which they used on Instagram (post one and two). I also spoke with an organizer with Red
Canary Song, which organizes Asian migrant sex workers in NYC and three journalists who
focus on sex work reporting, include Melissa Gira Grant, a personal hero.
Specific to Instagram

In spring of 2020, I started an Instagram page called Boots & Babes. Around the same time, the
Black Lives Matter movement reignited around the killings of Breonna Taylor and George Floyd.
Social media activism flooded the platform with people sharing infographics, live footage from
protests – and especially links to mutual aid funds. People were eager to donate their platforms
and following to a good cause.
GoFundMe is a clunky platform. You have to get out your credit card to make a donation and
Instagram is pretty hostile to any user experience that draws people away from the app. I
thought I could adapt mutual aid crowdfunding for Instagram by utilizing influencers, who would
sponsor a fund like they may sponsor a product, and collect donations over Venmo and
Cashapp. I didn’t design Boots & Babes as a journalist, though I was thinking like one. I wanted
to use what I knew about the limitations of online platforms to create a new way of sharing
information.
Sex workers immediately understood what I was trying to accomplish with the platform, and the
page naturally grew to become a community where sex workers felt comfortable and wanted to
support each other — as well as raise money for Black Lives Matter bail funds. I picked up a
matching sponsor, and in three months, we raised over $10,000 for 23 different organizations.
After reaching that milestone, I ran out of steam on raising donations. I posted on the page a
question: what should we organize around next? A person who followed the page, who is also a
sex worker, pointed out that we’d built this incredible community of creators who would have
something to contribute to a zine. So, in winter of 2020 I gathered community submissions of
art, writing, and sex worker ads. I raised $1.5K from 60+ backers to print it myself, and all of the
contributing artists got free copies. I printed and shipped over 100 copies. Here’s a sweet
message from one supporter:
“I love the empowerment and creativity! I love that y’all just made this HAPPEN!! I love the
feeling of connection and finding new people to follow and support. Thank you so much!! I can’t
wait to get my hands on this zine!!!”
Boots & Babes is a sex positive page. If a sex worker wanted to submit photos to the page, I
would include that they had content for purchase. Some sex workers contacted me to make
online ads for them, which I would do and then host on the page. People shared their thoughts
about online sex work and urged people to follow sex worker advocacy organizations, all of
which I shared and promoted.
Everyone came together to share resources and concerns around the Atlanta spa shootings,
which targeted Asian American sex workers as well as support each other through the ebbs of
the pandemic. Around that time, Instagram went through a major update that affected how sex
work content was moderated. I tried to gather and share as much education as I could, which
influenced my idea for my final project. During that transition Instagram took down a few of my
posts which were about sex worker organizers.
Through all of this, I learned that humor is crucial to building a community, and that’s something
I don’t think we ever talk about as journalists. In Instagram stories, I would use the question
feature to get the community to weigh in on an issue, which became really popular. Not
everything was specific to building awareness around sex work. People chimed in to give their
break up advice, thoughts on whether kink is a part of pride month, who their celebrity crushes
are, etc.

I think all of this together made the page feel very organic. It wasn’t specifically a page for sex
workers, or a page to mine the thoughts and experiences of sex workers. It was just a normal
place where they were welcome and supported.
In February 2021, I started fundraising again, this time for mutual aid org Black Women Exhale.
Around that time Instagram shadowbanned my page, and suddenly I had firsthand experience
with what my journalism research had been about. I realized I knew nothing about what actual
steps I needed to take to get my account back, and I didn’t know where to look to get that
information. A few sex workers generously gave me some advice, and I did eventually get my
account back.
And, it goes without saying that having Boots & Babes banned proved my theory that
Instagram’s enforcement reaches far beyond preventing sex workers from soliciting clients,
which I was clearly not doing, and broadly tries to censor discussion about sex work.
So, to summarize: the sex worker community needs healthy online spaces where they can
communicate with each other without being tracked or removed from the platform. This is one of
many needs sex workers have, and some would argue that a secure digital presence is
unimportant compared to other material dangers faced by sex workers, especially those who
are street based.
But, based on the experience and knowledge I have, reducing harm for sex workers who use
Instagram is the problem I’ve chosen to face. This is the channel I use to provide helpful
information and community building while also tapping into the broader interests I have in social
media policing and big tech.
Part of using the responsibility I have as a journalist is taking on risk to host these conversations
about how sex workers use social media.
For the latest form of Boots & Babes, I reached out to sex workers who I’ve built relationships
with over the past year and a half. I asked them a simple question, “How did you stay safe this
year on Instagram? What are some easy steps that creators can make to keep Instagram off
their backs?”
Most of these conversations happened over DMs and a couple people preferred to talk over the
phone. I ended up with nearly 30 tips about how to be a sex worker on Instagram and fly under
the radar. I turned these tips into infographics that also promote the creator and posted them on
@boots.andbabes. This type of content is extremely risky because I’m talking about sex work
and about how to get around Instagram’s Terms of Service. I’m very cautious about the text of
the posts, and I also don’t use the term sex work anywhere in the new series. One contributor
said it best, “if ya know, ya know”. So, I’m truly creating content for this community to
understand and use.
Metrics, Outcomes and Impact
So far, the new series is going well. Nothing has been taken down, and I’ve received some
positive feedback from the community. All of these comments are from Boots & Babes followers
about the new “how to stay safe” series.

“The responses you have been getting are amazing…The focus of [Boots & Babes] has always
been highlighting people in the community, and this iteration is a really positive move and with
what we’re talking about when it comes to learning from each other.”
—I expected that evaluating the “how to stay safe” series would be difficult. I have a couple things
working against me – the content of the posts is something that Instagram is known to suppress
and the audience may be less likely to interact with the content because it is about sex work and
sex workers can vary in how tidy they keep their online footprints. I was extremely nervous that
these posts would be taken down, which could harm the creators who submitted their advice. I
learned from sex workers to not spell out anything that’s remotely spicy – queer becomes qu33r,
etc.
I was surprised at how well the series did. The six grid posts accumulated 255 likes! I also
shared them in the stories function and 25 people voted that they liked the new series.

In the early days of Boots & Babes, I never paid attention to bookmarks. So, this is a new metric
I was tracking, which I assume demonstrates that people value the content and want to return to
it, though they may have not chosen to share the post publicly on their story. Overall, the series
accumulated 27 bookmarks.
The first post I made in the series accumulated the most likes by far. The likes decreased as I
pressed on with the content. Instagram prioritzes variety, and my posts all had the same look, so
this doesn’t surprise me. What did surprise me is that the final post I made in the series had the
most shares – 30 – which is a lot by Boots & Babes standards. This shows me that while
Instagram deprioritized my content for general audiences, the people who were meant to see it
did and shared it within their private networks. Success!
In the month surrounding the new series, I gained 40 followers and lost 33 followers. I’m not
sure what that’s about. I’m guessing that because the account was dormant for a few months,
when I started posting again some people weren’t thrilled with the new direction.
I reached 1,328 accounts – 430 of which were new people who were not familiar with Boots &
Babes. I see that as a win.
When I first conceived of the “how to stay safe” project, I thought that I would make it on a
separate account that was related to Boots & Babes. So, if that account was deleted, I wouldn’t

have to start from scratch. I found it challenging to convert my audience to a new account; when
I first announced it only 30 people moved over to the new account. So, I went back to the
original ~1.5K audience and readjusted my expectations of risk.
I had to reckon with the fact that I could lose my platform I had built by hosting this content, but
that this was the responsibility I had to take on as a journalist who is investigating something
that the community can’t. It is my responsibility to share the information with the largest
audience I could reach instead of hiding from Instagram on a backup account.
In the months leading up to the series, I polled the Boots & Babes audience to see if they would
be interested in learning how to fly under the radar of Instagram.
Final Reflections
I wrote this in one of my final Medium posts in our Community Engagement class as I was
grounding my thoughts about working with sex workers as a journalist, before I started Boots &
Babes: “I wonder if there are cases where we further an ethic of care by silencing our demand
for knowledge and closure. What happens to journalism when we finally admit that inquiry can
be invasive?”
When I first started the program, I did what I had been trained to do as a beat reporter. I
reached out to sources, explained where I was coming from, and took people away from their
work to interview them for an extended period of time. I wanted sex workers to understand that I
was different and that I could be trusted. But I was following the same routine that made them
feel flattened and picked apart for a story.
Building up Boots & Babes took a completely different approach. I wanted to create a space
where sex workers could share information safely and then take myself out of the picture as
much as possible as an interpreter or a writer. Instead, I relied on my skills of aggregating,
community building, promoting – all actions that keep sex workers at the center.
Some insights I have for engagement journalists who want to work with sex workers:
You don’t need to know someone’s full name and location to know they have a problem that has
to be solved. Respecting people’s online identities is a top priority of mine. Sex workers hide
themselves online for a good reason. Any time I was speaking with a sex worker and planned to
publish their words or reference, I would ask: What pronouns do you want me to use? What
name do you want me to use? Do you want me to link back to your main account? Do you want
me to mention that you have content for sale? Can I condense these quotes for clarity? Can I
use a face photo? Every one of those questions is related to a sex worker’s online safety.
Instead of taking people out for coffee to ask them about their experiences, I communicated with
sex workers on Instagram, often in DMs. This flowed with the way they were naturally using the
app, and I was able to skip over the burden of them lending me 30 minutes of their time.
This should go without saying, but I never brought up lascivious questions or comments with my
audience. Some photos people submitted to Boots & Babes are racy, but sharing that type of
content is never an invitation to behave inappropriately. I always thanked people for their
submission, complimented the creativity of the photo or the impact of their caption, and then
once their post was up I closed the loop. I would send another message thanking them for their

time. Usually I would say, “I love how your post turned out,” which compliments the collaboration
that we made together.
I think that hosting a page paid off a lot. Sex workers could interact with the content, read
through where I was coming from, and make their own judgements about if I was to be trusted.
That gives them the power and agency in reaching out to me – rather than me calling someone
up and trying to convince them that I could be trusted. Of course, I was proactive too, and I
would reach out to sex workers online if I thought we could create a unique collaboration. But,
they had the option to read through my previous work and make their own judgments about
whether they wanted to move forward. This is similar to including links to previous work when
we reach out to someone for an interview, but the pursuit flows differently because sex workers
could find my work first and then follow the page. I wasn’t an intruder; I was a host.
I thought a lot about the design for the “how to stay safe” series. I use a modern font and a crisp
logo. This differs a lot from the design language of Boots & Babes previously where I use fonts
that evoke more of 1960s/1970s design flair and rely on vintage photos with lots of color. The
new series is straightforward and puts text first rather than photos. I drew insights from our Data
Reporting class to design a layout for the series that spoke immediately to its intended audience
of sex workers and showed that this is a new direction for the page that is focused on the future.
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Medium post
Newsgathering: Article about a new health center that caters to sex workers
○ This was born out of a follow the money story where I tracked what happened to
a new City Council budget item set aside for sex worker healthcare. Reporting on
this put me in the middle of understanding sex worker’ conflicts with
anti-trafficking organizations that support the Nordic model of sex work
criminalization.
Multimedia: @Leather_penitence’s tips about how to stay safe on Instagram, hosted by
@boots.andbabes
○ This is from my series where I interview people who talk about sex work online
how they use Instagram. @Leather_Penitence speaks from his POV as a queer,
white, male curator of gay leather history.
Data: How Boots & Babes raised $10k with only 800 followers
○ I track all of the donations Boots & Babes raised in this highlights pin and write a
personal reflection on that milestone here.
Social media: @Boots.AndBabes on Instagram
○ This is the sex-positive community I built online with sex workers and their
supporters.
Law and ethics: Ethical Guidelines for Reporting on Sex Work
○ These guidelines informed how I connected with sex workers online through the
Boots & Babes account.
Product: @HelpMeImBanned Instagram helpdesk and explanation with a prototype.
○ This is my idea for creating an Instagram account that people interact with if their
account has been shadowbanned or if they’re having content taken down. I act
as a helpdesk and provide information about Instagram’s Terms of Service while

●

rallying the community around people who have had their account deleted and
need others to appeal to Instagram on their behalf.
Startup sprint: My lean canvas summary for Startup Sprint
○ This is a holistic understanding of my audience, value proposition, and revenue
opportunities for my final practicum

